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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

This paper is intended to summarise the ESA experience
with the MTG payload mechanism developments. Some
of these mechanisms started pre-development as early as
2008, with finalisation of last qualification reviews
expected by end 2019. The first MTG satellite is planned
to be launched in 2021.
A short overview of the different designs will be
presented together with their driving requirements and
major performance data. Statistics will be provided for
development step durations and applied requirement
deviations and non-conformance events.

ESA and EUMETSAT are undertaking joint activities for
the development of the Meteosat Third Generation
(MTG) Programme, a geostationary system to ensure the
future continuity, and enhancement, of the current
Meteosat Second Generation (MSG) system.

The list of MTG payload mechanisms is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scan Assembly (SCA), supplier SENER (ES)
Calibration and Obturation Mechanism (COM),
supplier SENER (ES)
Refocusing Mechanism (REM), suppl. RUAG (AT)
Solar Baffle Cover Mechanism (SBCA), supplier
RUAG (AT)
Cornercube Mechanism (CCM), suppl. CSEM (CH)
Cryocooler Unit (CCU), supplier Air Liquide (FR)

The industrial development activities of the MTG
satellites are led by TAS-F as the overall MTG Prime
Contractor, and OHB as the MTG-S satellite Prime.
Through these roles, and particularly their
responsibilities at instrument level, both TAS-F and OHB
have been directly involved in the specification,
contracting, monitoring and management of the
development of all key mechanisms.
The objective of the MTG mission is to provide Europe,
and by extension, the International Community, with an
operational satellite system to support accurate prediction
of meteorological phenomena and provide monitoring of
climate and air composition through operational
applications for a nominal period of twenty years
following the conclusion of the preceding MSG mission.

An attempt will be made to draw, in a generalised way,
conclusions from the development process. Colleagues
from supplier industry will contribute in reviewing the
content.
The aim of this paper is to serve as a summary of the
positive and negative lessons learned experienced during
the last 10 years of MTG instrument mechanism
development, with the hope that this could serve as a
valuable help for future generations of similar
instruments. It refers to the status at paper writing May
2019.

Figure 1. MTG satellites MTG-I and MTG-S
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The 4 observing MTG instruments are:
• Flexible combined Imager (FCI, on MTG-I)
• Infrared Sounder (IRS, on MTG-S)
• Lighting Imager (LI, on MTG-I)
• Ultra-violet/Visible/Near-Infrared sounder (UVN, a
Sentinel-4 / Copernicus contribution, on MTG-S)
This paper will focus on the mechanisms of FCI and IRS
(LI is without mechanisms, UVN part of Copernicus).
MECHANISM OVERVIEW, OBSERVATIONS
AND CHALLENGES
Scan Assembly (SCA):
The Scan Assembly constitutes the subsystem in charge
of the scanning function of mirror M0 of the FCI and IRS
Telescope Assemblies (see also references 3, 4, 5, 7, 10,
12). The main objective of this subsystem is to achieve
the Telescope Assembly M0 mirror scanning by
orienting it in two axes following the scan law. This
function must be achieved according to the requested
performances (pointing, optical quality,…) and in the
defined operational environment.
In achieving its functionality, the SCA flight system will
encompass the following main elements:
• The SCAU, Scan Assembly Unit – Hosts the
respective mechanisms of N/S and E/W axes plus the
25bit position sensors and the mobile harness as well
as the remotely resettable launch locking
mechanism. It hosts as well the mirror and its
thermal control HW. This unit provides direct sensor
acquisition to be monitored at instrument control
unit or platform level
• The SCAE, Scan Assembly Electronics with its
harness – It is in charge of controlling and powering
the SCAU mechanisms. This unit will as well
encompass the different communication links and
will provide direct sensor acquisitions and SCA
system housekeeping data, harness and control
algorithms
The SCA system is developed for IRS and FCI and is
conceived as a common design valid for both, with only
minor differences in mirror size and operability.

Figure 2. SCA-I FM1 (left) and SCA-S QM (right)
(courtesy of SENER)

The following subcontractors were part of the team,
having a separate development flow up to QR:
• REOSC for the M0 mirror
• CODECHAMP for the optical encoders
• CEDRAT for the voice-coil actuators
Model philosophy:
DM, 2 STM, QM, 6 PFM/FM
The major technical data of the SCA is as follows:
• Design drivers: high pointing and knowledge
accuracy under injected microvibration disturbance,
mass, stiffness, launch lock remotely resettable
• Mass: 34.2kg (FM1 without electronics and harness)
• Accuracy: <1µrad pointing stability
SCA Observations and Challenges:
• The SCA was subject to significant pre-development
activities, however, the two parallel activities
assumed very different instrument architecture. As a
result the selected solution from SENER required
significant modification before it was compatible
with the TAS-F instrument architecture
• Mechanical design optimised for rejection of
microvibrations (passive 3rd axis, membranes,
dampers)
• Frictionless design utilising flexural pivots for
support and spring type flex harness, minimises
control loop non-linearities and allows high pointing
accuracy
• Highly optimised control loop developed utilising
sophisticated simulation tools
• Significant performance enhancement achieved by
devising an in orbit calibration methodology for the
encoders without using additional sensors
• Early testing of a representative development model
provided invaluable feedback
• Extensive effort required to ensure flexural pivot
manufacturing processes resulted in required fatigue
life
• Pivot fatigue requirements dominated by on-ground
and launch environments
• Pivots designed to incorporate ‘self protection’ for
on ground and launch loads
• The gravity impacts on high performance
scan/pointing mechanisms having multiple flexible
microvibration rejection stages should not be underestimated, and measures to address on-ground
testing on scan as well as instrument and spacecraft
level should be addressed early in the design
• The detailed design of mechanism interfaces to the
Scan mirror should be addressed early in the design
phase to avoid unreliable connections and
unacceptable mirror loads during launch as well as
distortion of mirror surface in-orbit
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•

•

•

Great care needs to be taken in designing the
adjacent surfaces of moving parts with small
clearances to avoid pointing performance
degradation due to undesired contacts (MLI,
harness, …)
Using grease lubricated actuators in the vicinity of
high cleanliness mirrors needs to be carefully
evaluated early in the development (also valid for the
REM)
Corrosion concerns over Neodymium magnets
required late change to SmCo (also for CCM)

Calibration and Obturation Mechanism (COM):
The mechanisms are different for FCI and IRS, but share
the same actuators and sensors.
The COM-I mechanism is based on a rotating multifunctional wheel (MFW), directly driven by a stepper
motor to stable predefined positions. The MFW links the
different optical and calibration elements to the optical
bench by two pair of bearings mounted in a housing
which allow by rotation the positioning of the elements
on the optical path. A four-bit absolute optical encoder
provides feedback of the actual function selected. The
MFW is locked during launch by a remotely resettable
pin puller that is retracted in orbit leaving the MFW free
for rotation. The IR calibration function is provided by a
black body which is placed covering the light path facing
the detector. It provides a controlled radiance source with
the provision of high accuracy thermometry and active
thermal control which allows the calibration at different
temperatures. The VNIR calibration function is provided
by two MND filters (Metallic Neutral Density, nominal
and reference) which can be placed in the light beam.
The Calibration and Obturation Mechanism for the IRS
instrument (COM-S) provides source selection for
observation, calibration (black body and deep space) and
obturation tasks by inserting an optical element (Flip-In
Mirror or FIM) in the light path. This element is a flat and
instrumented mirror supported on ball bearings to allow
rotation. It has two faces, mirror and shutter, the first
providing calibration source and the second obturation.
During observations the FIM is outside the light path.
The COM-S mechanism is based on a rotating mirror
(FIM) driven by a stepper motor to stable predefined
positions by means of a four bar linkage transmission.
The mechanism provides information about the position
of the FIM by an absolute optical encoder. The
mechanism is locked during launch by a pin puller that is
retracted in orbit to allow the FIM movement. The COMS black body provides a calibration radiance source with
high emissivity performance.
The following subcontractors were part of the team,
having a separate development flows up to QR:
• MICOS/ABB for the Black Bodies
• AMOS for MND and FIM

Figure 3. Calibration Mechanism QMs for FCI (COMI, left) and IRS (COM-S, right) (courtesy of SENER)
Model philosophy:
2 STM, 2 QM, 6 PFM/FM
The major technical data of the COM’s is as follows:
• Design drivers: low mass, low exported
disturbances, stiffness, launch lock remotely
resettable
• Mass: 4.8kg (COM-I FM1)
COM Observations and Challenges:
• Use of qualified components (motor, encoder, LLD)
reduced development costs and risks
• Need for iso-expansive ball bearing accommodation
to ensure consistent frictional characteristics
• Need to avoid backlash in bearings to minimise
exported disturbance forces/torques, many linkages
will increase this risk due to bearing tolerancing
• For dry lubricated hard preloaded ball bearings,
taking high torque margins into account already in
concept phase and provision of flight bearing level
test results guarantee final margins within
specification
• Use of stepper motors in open loop can result in low
damping and risk of unwanted operational dynamics
and associated exported forces/torques endangering
instrument operation, even if driven in
microstepping mode
Refocusing Mechanism (REM)
The REM Subsystem is a part of the main optics
assembly of the IRS and FCI Instruments (see also
reference 8). It provides an accurate one axis
motion/adjustment of the mounted optical component
(corresponding to FCI or IRS) to ensure the required
optical quality of the respective telescope system in orbit
as well as during the different on-ground test
configurations (recovery of misalignments of the
telescopes due to the discrepancies between on-ground
and in-orbit environments as launch effects, temperature,
humidity, vacuum, zero-g, ...).
The main functions of the REM are to support the
secondary mirror M2 during all mission phases, to allow
on-ground linear pre-adjustment of the mirror position
with sub-micron accuracy and to allow commanded
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adjustment of the M2 mirror position along its optical
axis to enable refocusing in-orbit. To satisfy the
requirements for the REM a novel type of a highly
integrated monolithic main structure manufactured of
one single block of Invar 36 was developed. This
monolithic main structure is comprised of a frame
connected to the optical bench on its base side, 4
integrated flexure joints to provide linear guiding, and the
interface to the mirror. A high detent torque geared
stepper motor drives an eccentric shaft. High accuracy is
reached via the combined reduction of the planetary gear,
the eccentric shaft and the decimal lever formed by the
flexures incorporated in the monolithic main structure.

Cornercube Mechanism (CCM)
The primary function of the CCM is to linearly displace
one of two corner cubes in order to create an optical path
difference (OPD) between both arms of the
interferometer (see also references 6, 11). The CCM is
based on a design developed for the Infrared
Atmospheric Sounding Interferometers (IASI) on the
Metop satellites.
The CCM assembly is composed of:
• A linear scanning mechanism including a flexure
guide translation stage, a voice-coil actuator and a
launch locking device (LLD)
• An electrical unit, called the Interferometer Control
Electronics (ICE), under Syderal-CH responsibility,
which allows to control the CCM, with an embedded
control law algorithm
Two flexure guide membranes with two compensated
parallelograms support the mobile stage, which carries
the corner cube. The compensated parallelograms are
machined in a high-strength Copper-Beryllium alloy
linking the mobile stage to the structure through an
intermediate stage.

Figure 4. Refocusing Mechanism (REM QM model,
identical for FCI and IRS, courtesy of RUAG-AT)
Airbus GmbH in Friedrichshafen was subcontracted for
precision testing, no other subcontracts were placed.
Model philosophy:
DM, 2 STM, EM, QM, 6 PFM/FM
The major technical data of the REM is as follows:
• Design drivers: linearity, resolution, stability,
stiffness, shock, mass
• Mass: 1.85kg
• Repeatability: <0.1µm
REM Observations and Challenges:
• Monolithic design has less interfaces and higher
accuracy and stability
• Robust design avoiding a launch lock
• STM damaged due to incomplete analyses (missing
loadcase)
• High required stiffness together with high shock
loads and high mass and load requirement for
attached M2 mirror are difficult to master

Figure 5. Corner Cube Mechanism (CCM PFM model
for IRS, courtesy of CSEM)
The following subcontractors were part of the team:
• RUAG Space Nyon for manufacturing and assembly
• CSL for testing
• ALMATECH for stress and thermal analysis
• CODECHAMP for the optical switch
• CEDRAT for the voice-coil actuator
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Model philosophy:
STM, EQM, PFM, FM
The major technical data of the CCM is as follows:
• Design drivers: maintaining heritage with new
manufacturers and materials, speed stability under a
micro-vibration environment, trajectory linearity
• Mass: 5.2kg
• Speed stability: <0.05mm/sec
CCM Observations and Challenges:
• Re-use of heritage design can simplify mechanism
design and system engineering, but not necessarily
MAIT
• Re-use of heritage design should be very carefully
considered as can also bring significant application
specific drawbacks;
o high susceptibility to external disturbances, and
o use of a non-resettable launch lock needing
frequent intervention inside the instrument
during on ground testing
Cryocooler Unit (CCU)
This Cryocooler Unit (CCU) is provided as part of both
FCI and IRS instruments, and is made of a Cryocooler
Mechanical Assembly (CMA), based on a Pulse Tube
Cooler Principle, and a Cryocooler Electronics (CCE) for
thermal and micro-vibrations control.
The Cooler Mechanical Assembly (CMA), operating at
35 bars abs (He) ± 3 bars, includes:
• A Compressor Part Assembly (CPA, see also
reference 9), composed of two head-to-head
compressors connected to a single compression
chamber (dual opposed pistons), within a compact
assembly optimized for the induced vibrations
• A Cold Finger Assembly (CFA), based on a coaxial
configuration
• A Split Pipe which is a thin tube connecting the
compressor to the cold finger, allowing the pressure
wave to be transmitted to the latter
• An Inertance pipe and Buffer, composed of a
machined tube which is wrapped around one motor
of the compressor
• The Load Washers assembly (4 x LW), for the
measurement of the micro-vibrations generated by
the CPA
• The sensor Assembly (COBRA), for the connection
of the temperature sensors of the CPA and CFA and
the coil voltage feedback
• A pipe support, meant to attach the Split and
Inertance pipe together and to the base plate for
mechanical reasons

Figure 6. Cryocooler Unit (CCU FM01 model for FCI,
courtesy of Air Liquide)
The following subcontractors were part of the team,
having a separate development flow up to QR:
• TCBV for the CPA
• CRISA for the CCE
Model philosophy:
2 CM, 2 EM, 12 PFM/FM
The major technical data of the CCU is as follows:
• Design drivers: giga-cycle lifetime, low exported
disturbances, cryo performance
• Mass: 7.1kg (CMA without electronics and harness)
• Cryogenic performance: 55.4K at 2.64W heatload
and 119W power consumption (CCU level orbit
performance, FMi02ter)
• Exported disturbance: 1st harm. H0 <0.2N/0.1Nm
any axis
CCU Observations and Challenges:
• CCU development had been the subject of extensive
predevelopment investment prior to MTG contract
which demonstrated potential performances
• Despite the pre-development several key application
specific requirements were not sufficiently mature
and required extensive iteration (eg. disturbance
emissions)
• Whilst early development models can show good
performances; industrialisation model repeatability
is a real challenge
• Late redesign of compressor required to ensure
consistency of performance, resulting on coolers
appearing on the FCI critical path (despite predevelopment)
• Several critical welds required sophisticated
inspection techniques and weld machine settings
• Revised design now shows robust and repeatable
performances
• Cold finger design deficiency de-risked by increased
inspection and screening instead of redesign
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Solar Baffle Cover Mechanism (SBCA)
The SBCA is connected to the Entrance Baffle Assembly
(EBA) of both the FCI and IRS instruments. The cover is
a simple, but mission critical item, requiring highest
robustness, reliability, and contamination security. This
cover is used to close the EBA during launch and on
ground including mechanisms for release and deploy it
on geostationary orbit.
The main function of the SBCA is the protection of the
FCI and IRS instruments from contamination during
launch phase (contamination redistribution) and during
on-ground inactivity phases. The cover is designed as a
spring driven “single shot” device. Two configurations
are foreseen for the SBCA, the stowed and deployed
configuration. The SBCA consists of the cover assembly,
the deployment mechanism (DM), the hold down and
release mechanism (HDRM), the snubber assemblies and
the cover stiffening assembly.
An Eaton (G&H) release actuator is the baseline release
device for the SBCA HDRM. The deployment
mechanism is realized via 4 torsion springs, and
redundant journal bearings. A leaf spring end stop is
constraining the deployed configuration of the cover. The
status indication (stowed/deployed configuration) is
realized via redundant limit switches. Light attenuation is
performed via overlapping areas between instrument
baffle, cover collar and black coating.

SBCA Observations and Challenges:
• Design heritage simplifies mechanisms design
process
• Simplifying mechanisms as far as possible results in
high reliability
• Implications of simplifying mechanisms shall be
fully thought through. In the case of the SBCA the
simple spring deployment system is without speed
regulation resulting in significant shock emissions at
the end of travel. Testing of this phenomena required
vacuum testing at SBCA level, and transfer function
characterisation at instrument level. Implementation
of a simple speed damper could have avoided this
• Structural interface to the baffle was not clearly
identified in the original specification and detected
in a failed development test, resulting in a late and
major design change
PROGRAMMATICS
The MTG system level planning is shown in the next
figure (status April 2019):

Figure 8. MTG typical satellite deployment timeline
(status April 2019)
It is worth noting that the MTG operational mission spans
from 2021until around 2044 taking into account nominal
satellite lifetime.
It is expected that the actual lifetime will be even longer,
as was also shown by the very successful second
Meteosat satellite generation (MSG).
Figure 7. Solar Baffle Cover Assembly (SBCA FM
model, courtesy of RUAG-AT)
For this project the subcontractors were IABG Ottobrunn
and AAC Wiener Neustadt for TVC testing.
Model philosophy:
2 STM, EM, QM, 6 PFM/FM
The major technical data of the SBCA is as follows:
• Design driver: reliability, mass, stiffness
• Mass: 6.2kg
• Release: non-explosive, low shock

The kick-off for MTG level B2/C/D activities was
performed in November 2010, and first mechanism
equipment’s were kicked off some 2 years later.
S/C SYSTEM RELATED OBSERVATIONS
For such a high line of sight (LOS) pointing and stability
mission like MTG, it was important that System
Engineers did anticipate early key design activities to
optimise and secure the design of the complex
mechanisms. One important need for the MTG-I mission
is the knowledge of the image position on Earth. It was
the case for SCA, where workshops and quick iterations
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between spacecraft system and SCA supplier already
early in phase B2, have allowed to relax the disturbance
environment expected by the Scan during Image
acquisition. After only several months of work, the
design and tuning of the Scan control system has been
achieved with the use of an early development model.
With the same approach, within phase B2, the on orbit
encoder finger print (i.e. the high frequency error)
calibration has been defined and assessed in very close
collaboration with all the parties of the project team.
For microvibration management, the risk has been
revealed later (except for Reaction Wheels where
Isolators were the baseline) when some equipment’s
(CCU, COM-S) have experienced in test more exported
torques than expected initially. For that the system team
and
ESA
have
implemented
microvibration
countermeasures like Tuned Mass Dampers (TMD) and
Elastomeric Suspension Elements (ESE), to limit the
disturbances to acceptable levels, leading to very
promising LOS stability performances.
TIMING / REQUIREMENTS / DEVIATIONS /
NONCONFORMANCE
The following table provides an overview on durations,
requirements versus deviations, and on the nonconformance situation:
Statistics
CCU
SCA
COM
Kick-Off
Jan-2012 Dec-2012 Feb-2013
PDR (colocation)
Sep-2013 Jun-2014 May-2014
duration KO-PDR
1.7
1.5
1.2
CDR (colocation)
Jun-2016 Jan-2017 Jan-2017
duration PDR-CDR
2.8
2.6
2.7
QR (colocation) (*)
Apr-2019 Nov-2019 Nov-2019
duration CDR-QR
2.8
2.8
2.8
Development duration
7.3
6.9
6.8
URD/ & IRD
396
716
1122
requirements count
RFD (**)
102
64
64
RFW (**)
59
45
2
Deviation rate
41%
15%
6%
NCR (**)
177
87
40
NCR detected in test
73%
36%
45%
(all) colocation dates only, not close-out dates
(*) planned for SCA and COM
(**) all levels, major only

REM
CCM
SBCA
Jul-2012 May-2013 Mar-2014
Apr-2013 Apr-2014 Feb-2015
0.8
0.9
0.9
Feb-2016 Oct-2015 Apr-2017
2.8
1.5
2.2
Oct-2017 Jul-2018 Nov-2018
1.7
2.8
1.6
5.3
5.2
4.7
222

168

214

39
9
22%
39
74%

33
25
35%
25
36%

22
0
10%
29
76%

Figure 9. Mechanism statistics (status May 2019)

Duration:
As expected, the longest development duration relates to
the more complex assemblies CCU and SCA despite the
extensive pre-development activities prior to the start of
the MTG phase B2/CD. The COM, although not highly
complex, is of similar duration due to the fact that 2
different mechanism configurations were developed
(COM-I and COM-S).
REM, CCM and SBCA duration is approximately the
same with similar complexity for REM and CCM. The
REM was a new development and the CCM a quite small
delta-development from METOP-IASI, which can be
seen in the relatively low number of test related NCRs
(36%) for such a complex mechanism.

The much simpler SBCA suffered from a major redesign
halfway due to an incomplete interface specification,
which extended the development significantly.
It is worth noting that at proposal phase worst case
durations for the complex mechanisms were in the range
of 3 years, which finally has more than doubled in reality.
This delay has many reasons, dominant ones are a mix of
underestimation of technology qualification effort, and
long decision durations caused by initial overspecification (see high number of deviations) due to lack
of system design maturity, and the complex customer
structure (for this size of ESA projects inevitable) and
related multiple decision and discussion levels (caused
by requirements flow down).
Requirements count:
As mentioned before, some mechanisms were overspecified both in number of requirements as well as their
levels (e.g. microvibration). This is to some part
understandable due to the complexity of the MTG
mission and challenging top level requirements
definitions. However trying to reduce this number would
help the developments (e.g. why comparably simple
mechanisms like the COMs do have >1000 requirements
is hard to understand, even when taking into account
black body and optical element requirements).
Deviations:
It is inevitable that for new developments also deviations
have to be accepted. However, for the CCU which counts
a lot on the development effort done for the French
National Program, having 41% of requirements modified
by design or manufacturing limitations appear very high
and might be caused by over-specification. Since each
and every deviation is investigated extensively before
acceptance, this is a significant reason for delays (some
of them taking as long as 36 months (!) until final
acceptance). A common RFD tool (as available with
NCTS for NCRs) would be useful to add visibility on the
approval process and reduce its duration.
Non-conformances:
A significant finding is that in average 56% of NCRs are
detected in testing and could not be avoided by analysis
and inspection beforehand. This is a strong argument for
testing as soon as possible and implementing (nondeliverable) development models. As for deviations, also
most non-conformances cause extensive investigations
and discussions, which slow down the activities.
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LESSONS LEARNED
This chapter provides an overview of the positive and
negative experiences encountered during the mechanism
development.
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Despite extensive predevelopment activity prior to
the start of the Phase B2/CD both SCA and CCU
developments encountered several issues requiring
extensive design modification:
o Requirements evolution between development
studies and actual project has been considerable
o The transition from predevelopment model to
actual flight hardware should not be under
estimated
o For key architectural elements such as scan
mechanisms the configuration/interfaces used
for pre-developments should be mature
Over specification and unrealistic requirements
result in serious over design, complexity, costs and
schedule impacts.
Mechanisms are not structures, the structural (and
thermal) architects should avoid over-specification
due to pessimistic margin philosophy. The
instrument mechanical architecture should aim to
minimise loads onto the critical mechanisms.
The quality and maturity of the requirements, at
kick-off, is key to a successful development. The
number of requirements is normally inversely
proportional to the quality of the specification!
o Avoid meaningless generic requirements
o Specify requirements that can be verified
o The wholesale application of ECSS
requirements should be avoided
o Taylor generic applicable documents before
PDR
Early design trade-off’s and breadboard testing shall
be undertaken to identify critical design drivers, and
challenge them at system level, if simplification of
the mechanism architecture is deemed possible
Whilst the use of recurrent/heritage mechanisms
may look like a quick way to minimise risk, costs
and development duration, one need to be very
careful to confirm that the limitations and constraints
of said designs are consistent with the current need.
Short term gains can mean long term pain
For mechanisms, key to the instrument
performances, it is essential that the instrument
system team is fully aware of design implementation
and associated limitations and drivers
On mechanism supplier level absolute, relative and
knowledge requirements are often confused
Mechanism design teams are not always fully
cognisant with optical design requirements and
constraints and the related supervision of the
developments. The mechanism responsible should
ensure suitable specification and follow up of lower
level subcontractors

•

•
•
•
•

For high pointing stability missions build in damping
and/or isolation mounts to avoid mechanism
disturbances and emissions affecting e.g. the line-ofsight (LOS) of the instruments
Avoid Coulomb friction and hysteresis for high
pointing stability and reliability, as well as gigacycle mechanisms
Pay early attention to the closed loop control designs
of high performance mechanisms
Finalise MPCB (Materials and Processes Control
Board) activities soon after PDR
The implications of satellite storage requirements
should be considered from the early design stage,
including need for mechanisms to be exercised
during Long Term Storage (LTS)

CONCLUSION
Following overall more than 8 years of mechanism level
development,
the
MTG
payload
mechanism
development can be considered a success and all
mechanisms perform to system needs!
The consideration of lessons learnt from the MTG
program might be of value for developments of similar
complex instruments.
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